Washington University is invited to submit one application for the V Foundation’s Pediatric Research Grant. The application can be either of the following two program types: The V Scholar Award in Pediatric Cancer Research and The Translational Grant in Pediatric Cancer.

Agency: V Foundation for Cancer Research

Mechanism: V Foundation Pediatric Research Grant Program – Scholar or Translational

Overview: The scholar award supports young tenure-track faculty to begin their cancer research career in projects that are either laboratory-based fundamental research or translational research. Any cancer research area is permitted for the V Scholar Award proposal. The translational program supports research teams to conduct translational cancer research to bring laboratory discoveries to the patient bedside. All areas of cancer research are encouraged.

Grant Amount and Term: Scholar: $200,000 over 2 years; Translational: $600,000 over 3 years

Eligibility: Applicant must be chosen by the Institution to apply (through the Internal Competition process). Click on the link below to see eligibility rules for the scholar or translational awards.

Internal Deadline: December 10, 2019

Internal Competition Link to Apply (login with your WUSTL key): https://collaboration.wustl.edu/depts/cfr/Pages/VFoundationPediatricResearchGrant.aspx

Questions?: internalselections@wustl.edu

Previous Washington University Awardees:
- Jeffrey Magee (Scholar 2016)
- Luis Batista (Scholar 2015)
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